ECONOMY

Ghana, 4th fastest growing economy in Africa: Ghana, currently the 11 biggest economy in Africa, is expected to become the fourth fastest-growing economy in Africa this year, according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (Ghanaweb).

More external threats ahead for the cedi: A report by the Bank of Ghana has revealed that the cedi’s depreciation against the US$ is expected to continue throughout the year, as global events show more external threats ahead. It is expected that slowdown in the U.S. and Chinese economies, alongside policy rate hikes in the U.S., strengthening of the US$ and higher crude oil prices will all impact Ghana’s economy negatively, leading to a significant deterioration in the exchange rate. Nonetheless, government has assured that measures are being put in place to arrest the recent decline in the cedi depreciation. (B&FT & Ghananewagency).

SECTORAL

Employment Ministry launches ‘opportunity industrialisation centre’ in Cape Coast: The Ministry of Employment and Labour Relations has launched the opportunity industrialisation centre in Cape Coast to provide skills training for the youth. This is expected to train the youth to acquire skills that will enable them to earn a decent living and also change the narrative about youth employment in the country (Myjoyonline).

Regional imbalances et al to limit 1D1F success: The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) has tipped Ghana’s One District, One Factory programme for some degree of success amid growing structural weaknesses and regional imbalances. The report maintained that progress has been hampered by a lack of supporting infrastructure — particularly electricity — a poorly-trained workforce, and weaknesses in the business environment combined with stark regional imbalances (B&FT).

Speed up industrial policies to check cedi’s slide: The Ghana National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (GNCCI) has urged government to speed up its industrial policies like 1D1F, Planting for Food and Jobs to ease pressure off the cedi. The GNCCI believes that the cedi’s perennial depreciation is largely as a result of the structure of the Ghanaian economy underpinned by a weak industrial base.

First phase of Tema port expansion project to be operational in June: The first phase of the Tema port expansion project is expected to be operational by end of June this year. The official averred that so far about 80 per cent of work has been done on the First phase of Tema port expansion project to be operational in June. The official averred that so far about 80 per cent of work has been done on the First phase of Tema port expansion project to be operational in June this year. The official averred that So far about 80 per cent of work has been done on the First phase of Tema port expansion project is expected to be operational by end of June this year. The official averred that So far about 80 per cent of work has been done on the

TRADE & INVESTMENT

GNCCI inducts new Council and Central Executive Committee: The Ghana National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (GNCCI) has inducted into office a new Council and Central Executive Committee (CEC) to govern and support the activities of the Chamber. The induction was done in line with the constitution of the Chamber, which draws its powers from the legislative instrument that established the Chamber (L.I. 611 of 1968). The Council and Central Executive Committee are the highest decision-making body of the Chamber. The newly inducted members were urged to utilize their skills, competencies, and social capital to support the activities of the Chamber towards achieving a shared vision of growth and prosperity for the private sector.

The Chamber called on government to continue its support to the productive sectors to grow the economy and business men and women to utilize international trade agreements such as AGOA, CFTA, etc to generate the needed exports to support the cedi.

INTERNATIONAL

Most Economists see U.S. recession by 2021, survey shows: More than three-quarters of business economists expect the U.S. to enter a recession by the end of 2021, though a majority still estimate the Federal Reserve will continue raising interest rates this year. Ten percent saw a recession beginning this year, 42 percent project one next year, while 25 percent expect a contraction starting in 2021 (Bloomberg).